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Abstract 
 
Defects are a very important aspect of materials science as they can influence the intrinsic properties 
of materials. In particular, structural defects can greatly impact two-dimensional (2D) materials because 
these defects are all located on the surface. To understand the relationship between defects and 
properties of 2D materials, the basic crystal structure of the materials and the formation mechanism of 
their defects must be precisely understood.  
Graphene, which consists of single carbon atoms, has been comprehensively studied in regards to its 
structural defects, owing to its many interesting mechanical and chemical properties. Nevertheless, the 
behavior of graphene defects is not well understood at the atomic scale. Hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) 
has a hexagonal lattice similar to that of graphene, but consists of two elements (boron and nitrogen) 
instead of one. Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) is a representative transition metal chalcogenide (TMD), 
which consists of two sulfur layers and a molybdenum layer. The defects of hBN and MoS2 have also 
been studied, but these studies are not well-developed compared to those of graphene, as hBN and MoS2 
have more complex structures. 
As theoretical studies of defects in three-dimensional (3D) materials are already well-established, the 
study of defects in 2D materials must also be developed as the two are not entirely relatable. In this 
thesis, the atomic structures and dynamics of defects on 2D materials are systemically studied using 
aberration-corrected transmission electron microscopy. To investigate the underlying mechanism of 
these defects, an accelerating voltage of 80 kV was used, selected in consideration of the knock-on 
thresholds of graphene, hBN and MoS2 when forming and analyzing atomic defects under electron 
beam irradiation. The effects of oxygen and oxygen atoms on defects in monolayer graphene sheet were 
also studied using density functional theory calculations and free standing 2D silicon dioxide sheets. 
Finally, the dynamics of atomic defects such as dopants, vacancies, edge states, and stacking in 2D 
materials were investigated, showing excellent visualization of atomic defect structures. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
C–O bonds1-10 have numerous applications in electronics, sensors, and catalytic reactions. Among the 
many known oxidation treatment methods, ultraviolet–ozone (UV/Ozone) and oxygen plasma 
treatments have several advantages: neither treatment uses severe chemicals, and both treatments can 
oxidize materials at specific sites through sacrificial-layer masking.11 UVO treatment removes organic 
molecules from a material’s surface and can also be used for surface modification.12-14 In this process, 
ozone, which absorbs UV rays at a wavelength of 184.9 nm, is generated from oxygen in the atmosphere. 
The ozone decomposes into oxygen and active oxygen to absorb UV rays with a wavelength of 253.7 
nm. The active oxygen is highly unstable and induces the oxidative decomposition of organic molecules, 
water, and carbon dioxide. However, plasma treatment can impact a surface with enough energy to 
break the molecular bonds on most material surfaces. This bond breakage creates very reactive free 
radicals on the surface, which can react rapidly to form various chemical functional groups in the 
presence of oxygen.15-21 Even small amounts of reactive chemical functional groups incorporated into 
materials can dramatically improve their surface functionality. Therefore, both of these dry oxidation 
treatments11 are comprehensively used to treat various materials, such as on graphene where their effects 
are similar to surface oxidation. Defects formed by dry oxidation treatments result from the attachment 
of chemical functional groups and the removal of carbon atoms from their original sites to accommodate 
the functional groups; the resultant defect structures are commonly characterized by Raman 
spectroscopy12-13, 19-20, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)17-18, 22-25 and electron energy loss 
spectroscopy (EELS)26-31. However, the UV/Ozone and plasma treatments are fundamentally different 
processes. The UV/Ozone treatment process is based on a chemical reaction, whereas the oxygen 
plasma treatment process involves both a physical and a chemical reaction. Consequently, the resultant 
defects formed via partial surface oxidations by UV/Ozone and oxygen plasma treatments differ based 
on the method used. 
Interest in point defects in monolayer graphene has emerged on many research fronts.32 Except for the 
case of native defect investigations, defect studies were first motivated by a desire to understand the 
aspects of radiation damage occurring on graphene sheets.33-34 The characterization of point defects is 
also an important research topic because graphene has a variety of such defects, e.g., dopants, 
monovacancies, and multivacancies.4-5, 35-42 Furthermore, the emergence of these defects reflects many 
useful behaviors of carbon atoms in graphene sheets, including defect structures and energetics.43 
Vacancies32, 36, 44-50 are formed as a result of knock-on carbon atom displacements, which are explained 
using various calculations and experimental results.37-38, 42, 51-53 The study of vacancies is an essential 
and fundamental contribution to understanding both basic and complicated defect processes in graphene 
sheets. Oxidized graphene surfaces have been extensively studied and more recently have been the 
subject of considerable interest because of their implications in the surface chemistry of graphene.21, 54-
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63 Both graphene oxide (GO) and reduced GO have large quantities of oxygen-containing functional 
groups. However, specific observation of these is limited in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
because there are few defect-free regions for analyzing the behavior of these groups. Although point 
defects originating from oxygen-containing functional groups in graphene sheets have been studied 
using calculation-focused research, the specific atomic behaviors of these oxygen and carbon atoms 
have not been investigated under electron beam irradiation. 
Defects are known to influence the intrinsic electronic and mechanical properties of materials. In 
graphene, vacancies, dislocations, grain boundaries and other topological defects have been shown to 
alter the chemical and physical properties of graphene, and as such they have been extensively 
investigated.41, 64 The defect structures in hBN are even more varied and complex because, unlike 
graphene,65-66 its hexagonal 2D lattice consists of two elements, boron and nitrogen. At present, it is 
well-known that the edges of holes in hBN sheets commonly adopt a zigzag type under electron beam 
irradiation.67-68 Moreover, the zigzag configuration contains two different types of terminated edges due 
to the heterogeneity of hBN, factors that have been shown to affect the material’s intrinsic electrical 
properties.69 The growth mechanisms of holes formed in hBN are also not well established. 
MoS2, a two-dimensional (2D) transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD), has received a great deal of 
attention since its isolation as atomically thin layers from bulk 2D materials and films synthesized by 
deposition.70-75 Since MoS2 is tri-layered with a Mo atom bonded to six S atoms in layers above and 
belos, MoS2 shows unique line defects under electron beam irradiation. While other 2D materials such 
as graphene and hBN65-66, 76-78 are composed of single layer hexagonal 2D lattice, these generally have 
defects such as vacancies and holes, but not line defects.79 When an electron beam irradiates the MoS2 
sheet, S vacancies are firstly formed depending on the knock-on threshold of S atoms. After that, S 
vacancies increase the vacancy concentration80, and then line defects appear instead of forming holes 
through prolonged exposure to the electron beam.79 If holes are formed in the monolayer MoS2 sheet, 
Mo atoms are aggregated around the edges of holes, while S atoms are easily knocked out due to the 
higher displacement threshold of Mo compared to S.80-81  
Thus, I will discuss the effects of these two dry oxidation treatments on monolayer graphene sheets 
using atomic-resolution imaging and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) in TEM. These two 
treatments induce the attachment of oxygen atoms onto the graphene surface, but only the oxygen 
plasma treatment consistently forms topological defects. Moreover, the defects generated by oxygen 
plasma treatment more effectively oxidize the graphene surface than those generated by UVO treatment. 
The formation of the defects induced by these two dry oxidation treatments are studied comparatively 
using real atomic images. In addition, I will directly observe OH molecules driven in the formation of 
point defects in monolayer graphene sheets from monovacancies to divacancies. The point defects are 
the major outcome of combining UVO treatment and electron beam irradiation. Each point defect has 
different intermediate states. In particular, if OH molecules on the pristine graphene sheet are 
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dissociated to oxygen and hydrogen atoms and the hydrogen atoms are subsequently incorporated into 
the graphene lattice, new configurations of paired 13-5 rings will appear. I explain the dynamics of 
oxygen and hydrogen atoms on graphene surface to form point defects using atomic resolution TEM 
(ARTEM) imaging together with density functional theory (DFT) to interpret the atomic structure and 
intermediate states of the formed point defects. I will also study the growth of triangular holes in 
monolayer hBN sheets from the nucleation of a B vacancy to areas over exceed 50 nm2 in size using 
ARTEM. As part of these studies, the growth dynamics of single triangular holes as well as the processes 
by which they merge with other holes were explored. The experimental observations were then 
compared with DFT calculations and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which provided additional 
insight into the mechanisms of hole growth. Lastly, I will study the hole formation mediated by line 
defects in monolayer MoS2 sheet using ARTEM. The defect formation with Mo clustering is 
investigated under electron beam irradiation. The dynamic ARTEM observations revealed a process of 
transformation from binary 2D MoS2 to a metallic 2D material of Mo around holes of MoS2. 
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Chapter 2. Research Background 
 
2.1. Advanced Transmission Electron Microscopy 
2.1.1. Aberration corrected transmission electron microscopy 
Observing the atomic structure of materials is a long-standing dream that has now become a burning 
issue with the advent of nanoscience and nanotechnology, for which atomic-scale synthesis requires 
atomic-resolution characterization of the results.82-83 In recent decades, substantial progress has been 
made in electron microscopy (EM) to achieve this objective, and in a limited number of favorable cases, 
it has been possible to perform structure investigations at atomic-scale resolutions.84 However, only the 
successful construction of aberration-corrected electron lenses in the 1990s85-86 set ARTEM on its path 
to becoming a more generally applied technique in advanced condensed-matter physics and materials 
science.87-89 Beyond the high-precision mapping of atomic positions, aberration-corrected TEM  
(ACTEM) enables the occupancies of atom sites to be determined and allows atomic scale imaging of 
chemical composition and bonding by combining high resolution in energy and space with the use of 
spatially-resolved EELS to map electron states localized at or between atoms.  
In principle, two types of aberrations are always involved: geometrical aberrations, such as spherical 
aberrations, and chromatic aberrations, which arise from the electron-energy dependence of the 
refraction properties of magnetic fields. Current lens designs can only correct for the former. An ideal 
converging lens would image a point in the object to a corresponding point in the image. Because of 
aberrations, the image is broadened into a point-spread disk. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 
1a for the case of a spherical aberration. The point spread arises from the refraction power of a real lens 
increasing with the angle that the beams entering the lens make with its optical axis. As a result, the 
electrons that scatter in the specimen at high angles come into a focus some distance in front of the 
Gaussian image plane that is defined by the low-angle beams. The focal length of an electromagnetic 
lens can be easily varied by adjusting the current through the lens coils. Such defocusing also induces 
point spread and is treated as an aberration. Although these two represent the most substantial 
aberrations, there are many more that contribute not only to a broadening but also to an angular 
distortion of the point-spread disk.88, 90-91 In particular, the spherical aberration of a converging lens is 
corrected by adding a diverging lens that compensates for the too-high refraction power of high angle 
scattered beams (Figure. 1b). This is achieved by a double-hexapole system92-93 in conventional TEM 
and in scanning TEM (STEM).  
Many advances in the field of EM have enabled atomic scale imaging about structure and defects in 
low dimensional materials. The aberration-correction electro-optic hardware can significantly reduce 
the influence of the inherent spherical aberration of the electron lens, and a chromatic aberration 
corrector or monochromator can minimize the energy spreading the electron beam illumination for the 
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sub Angstrom imaging.94 The most important factor is the development of imaging with low 
acceleration voltages (60 and 80 kV, which significantly minimizes the damaging effect of the 
illumination electrons on the specimen.64, 95 Furthermore, the electron-ion scattering cross sectional area 
increases as the voltage decreases and produces more contrast for a given dose. Finally, the electronic 
scintillator camera has a lower point spread function at a lower operating voltage, resulting in a sharper 
image.  
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the spherical aberration of a converging lens. (B) Spherical 
aberration is compensated by combining the converging lens with a suitable diverging lens.83 
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2.1.2. Theory of high resolution imaging 
In EM, electrons are focused using highly-concentrated magnetic fields formed between soft-iron pole 
pieces and generated by currents flowing through annular coils. In a basic TEM imaging array, the 
electron beam from the electron gun typically illuminates the specimen through the lens's illumination 
system. Radiation interacts with the sample and is scattered. The scattered radiation is focused by the 
objective lens, and the additional magnifier produces a convenient sized image. There are two important 
factors that determine the essential geometry of an imaging system. First, the wavelength of the 
electrons determines the range of scattering angles from the specimen. Second, the aberrations of the 
electron lens limit the angular range of scattered radiation that can make useful contributions to the 
image. Relative to other radiation of comparable wavelength or energy, electrons interact very strongly 
with matter. 
Elastic scattering is of prime importance for high-resolution imaging96. To avoid serious complications, 
one must use a specimen thickness of the same order of magnitude as the mean free path for elastic 
scattering. For electrons, the scattering angles are small, so in traversing a thin specimen, the electron 
wave does not suffer a sideways displacement dependent on the potential distribution along a straight-
line path through the object. Thus, if the potential distribution in the object is represented by a function 
(xyz), a plane wave transmitted through the object in the z-direction suffers a phase change that is a 
function of the x,y-coordinates, proportional to the projection of the potential in the z-direction: 
𝜙(𝑥𝑦) = ∫ 𝜙(𝑥𝑦𝑧)𝑑𝑧 
The phase change of the electron wave, relative to a wave transmitted through a vacuum (𝜙=0), is 
given by the product of 𝜙(xy) and an interaction constant 𝞼, which defines the strength of the interaction 
of electron waves with matter. Mathematically, the effect on an incident wave of the phase change is 
given by multiplying the incident-wave amplitude by a transmission function 
𝑞(𝑥𝑦) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝⁡[−𝑖𝞼𝜙(xy)] 
This equation is called the phase-object the phase-object approximation (POA). 
Special preparation techniques are needed to produce specimens the required ~100 Å thickness, and 
the thickness limitation depends on the experimental conditions. For an ideally perfect lens, the image 
wave function likewise has a phase modulation but no amplitude modulation, so the image-intensity 
distribution is a constant where the image contrast is zero. To derive some information from the image 
concerning the object structure, we must use an imperfect lens (which means losing resolution), or 
resorting to the use of analogs of one of the phase-contrast-imaging schemes used for light optics97 
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2.1.3. Electron energy loss spectroscopy 
 EELS relates to energy measurements applied to thin specimens through incident electron beams. 
There are several ways in which incident electrons can interact with a specimen to generate various 
characteristics in the energy loss spectrum. One of the most important energy loss processes that can be 
performed is atomic ionization, in which electrons are emitted from the inside or core of the specimen's 
shell. This process requires energies equal to or greater than the critical ionization energy, Ec, defined 
specifically for the core electrons as a function of specific atoms and specific electron shells. That is, at 
the energy loss level corresponding to Ec, a characteristic signal such as an ionization edge appears in 
the spectrum to confirm the presence of a specific element in the specimen. The edge intensity can be 
directly and quantitatively related to the amount of the element present. In addition to containing 
quantitative elemental information, the ionization edge has a small intensity variation just above the 
edge onset, called the energy-loss near-edge structure (ELNES).98 ELNES depends on the details of the 
local nuclear environment, such as coordination and combination types. Understanding the relationship 
between these microstructural measurements, the electronic structure, and the ultimate properties of 
materials can provide solutions to many important problems that could not be solved previously. This 
is especially true if the change in bond length occurs over a small range of lengths. 
 In the ionization process, the inner shell electrons are given enough energy to overcome the nuclear 
attraction and are excited by the unfilled energy level if the sample does not fully escape. These unfilled 
energy levels are a function of the overall electron distribution because of the manner in which atoms 
and their neighbors (that is, ionized atoms) are bonded to adjacent atoms. Thus, during the ionization, 
the atoms themselves are converted from the base state of the core shell into the excited state of the core 
shell with an empty state or hole and excited core electrons at the previously empty energy level. The 
possible energies that can be applied to the emitted electrons are controlled by the distribution of these 
unfilled states. Thus, the variations in intensity of the ELNES, which is the ionization edges, are directly 
related to the distribution of the unfilled electron state and can be interpreted as the bonding state of the 
ionized atoms. 
 Besides determining the basic ionization edge type, matrix terms have other important consequences. 
Generally, there is a possibility that the transition matrix element is not zero and only certain 
combinations of the initial state and final state are switched. Firstly, the matrix term is not zero; this is 
called the dipole selection rule, which means that ELNES is a subset of the entire DOS that is part of 
the appropriate angular momentum symmetry. Secondly, the integral equation involves the 
multiplication of the initial state and the final state, and this wave function is of significant size only if 
it is spatially redundant. The initial state is an atom of a state and the final state must have localized 
components at the same atomic site. For these reasons, the ELNES measures the site and is called a  
symmetrically planned DOS.98  
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Figure 2. The relationship between the classic energy diagram of a metal atom (left) and the density of 
the filled and empty states in the conduction/valence band (right).175  
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2.2. Two-Dimensional Materials and Atomic Defects 
2.2.1. Crystal structures and knock-on thresholds of graphene, hBN and MoS2 
Graphene is the name given to a flat monolayer of carbon atoms tightly packed in a 2D honeycomb 
lattice. Graphene has been studied theoretically99-101 and is widely used to describe the properties of 
various carbon-based materials. A single atomic plane is a 2D crystal, but 100 layers of graphene is 
considered a thin film of a 3D material. In graphene, the electronic structures evolve rapidly as the 
number of layers approaches the 3D limit of graphite at 10 layers.102 Also, with only a good 
approximation to graphene, the bilayers have a simple electronic spectrum: they are all gap-free 
semiconductors. For three or more layers, the spectrum becomes increasingly complex. This allows us 
to distinguish graphene from mono-, di- and multi- (3 to <10) layers into three types of 2D crystals. The 
thick structure should be regarded as a graphite thin film for all purposes 
Several similar studies have been performed in hBN and MoS2. These studies focus on information 
about edge composition and chemical stability that can significantly impact performance testing and 
performance. Although these three lattices are each hexagonal, graphene is composed of a single 
element of carbon, hBN has alternating planar elements of boron (B) and nitrogen (N), and each 
molybdenum (Mo) and sulfur (S) in MoS2 has a ratio of 1:2 in triangular prism unit cell sandwiched 
between sulfur layers (Figure 3). Each material has its own composition and thus shows all the other 
features such as the formation process of hole defects in graphene, hBN and MoS2 as described below 
in terms of the edge structure, stability and resultant properties. When an electron beam is irradiated on 
a 2D specimen with a high electron energy, the atomic bond in the material is released from the lattice 
leaving a hole in the material, which is called the knock-on voltage. The atom displacements, knock-on 
thresholds and other structural information of graphene103, hBN104 and MoS2105 are summarized in Table 
1.106 
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Figure 3. Crystal structures of (a) graphene, (b) hBN and (c) MoS2.106 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1. Structural data of monolayer graphene, hBN and MoS2.106 
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2.2.2. Atomic defects on 2D materials 
Characterization of the atomic defects is critical to a fundamental understanding of material properties. 
The nature of atomic bond structures provides direct information on bulk electronic and mechanical 
properties. Aberration-corrected high-resolution TEM (AC-HRTEM) can provide insights into the bond 
structure of atoms as well as local characteristics such as electronic structure information.90, 107-110 For 
2D materials such as graphene, hBN and TMDs70, 111-112, TEM is an ideal characterization tool because 
it can image materials with high spatial and temporal resolution without a substrate support.64 
ACTEM gives insight into the dynamic behavior of the defect structure of graphene. During imaging, 
the electron beam can be used to create defect structures while at the same time providing the energy 
required to induce atomic motion in the specimen. In this way, the dynamics of carbon atoms were 
observed at the edge of an electron beam-induced hole, giving insight into the relative stability of the 
zigzag edge and the armchair edge.64 Figure 4a shows an electron beam-generating hole with the 
armchair edge highlighted. As the armchair edges are eroded, the hole shows a more faceted structure 
with visible zigzag edges (Figure 4b). The observed stability can be explained by a simple model that 
takes into account the adjustment of active edge sites. A pair of dislocations consisting of an adjacent 
pentagon and heptagon are created using an electron beam and then used to image the process by 
inducing a displacement of the potential in the lattice and very clearly identifying all the atoms in the 
lattice. The captured dynamics of the two processes and corresponding atomic models are shown in 
Figure 4d–i.94  
One of the inherent characteristics of a graphene grating is its ability to form a non-hexagonal loop 
and reconstruct it. The simplest example is the Stone-Wales (SW) defect113 that does not contain 
removed or added atoms. The four hexagons are converted into two pentagons and two heptagons by 
rotating one of the C-C bonds through 90° as shown in Figure 4j [SW (55-77) defect].114 The simplest 
defect is the missing atom in lattices Monovacancy (MV) in graphene has been experimentally studied 
by TEM114-115 and STM.116 As shown in Figure 4k, the MV undergoes a Jahn-Teller distortion and 
induces two saturations of three suspended bonds towards the missing atom. For geometric reasons, 
there is always a one-time bond. This leads to the formation of a five-membered and a nine-membered 
ring [5-9 defect]. Divacancy (DV) can be generated by merging two MVs or by removing two adjacent 
atoms. As shown in Figure 4l, there is no dangling bond in a fully reconstructed DV, so two pentagons 
and one octagon [5-8-5 defect] appear instead of four hexagons as in complete graphene. The atomic 
network maintains consistency with small perturbations in the bond length around the defect. 
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Figure 4. Atomic defects in monolayer graphene. (a) Edge configuration of an electron beam created 
hole in highlighting the armchair edge. (b) Growth of the hole showing an extended zigzag edge.64 (c) 
Pentagon and heptagon dislocation pair. (d)-(i) ACTEM images and atomic structures of the dislocation 
pair movement with the carbon lattice.94 (j) Stone-Wales (SW) defect. (k) Monovacancy (MV). (l) 
Atomic structure of reconstructed divacancy (DV) defects.114 
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hBN is a 2D material having structural characteristics like graphite with a similar crystal lattice and 
layer spacing. Unlike semi-metallic graphene, which has a high in-plane conductivity, hBN is an 
insulating material with a large bandgap across the stacked layers. Each individual sheet consists of 
boron and nitrogen atoms arranged in a partial ionic bond with a honeycomb lattice. The bulk material 
consists of these individual sheets stacked with alternating layers of boron and nitrogen atoms beneath 
the column (Figure 5a). This AA'A stacking is in contrast to the ABA stacking commonly found in 
graphite (known as the Bernal structure).67 When all the atoms are identified, we find that boron atoms 
are mainly released from the lattice due to electron beam damage. As the hole grows, a triangular-
shaped hole is formed and ends up with nitrogen atoms. An ACTEM image of a boron monovacancy 
and extended triangular hole is shown in Figure 5b–d. When defects and vacancies are produced in 
bilayer hBN, the material undergoes considerable interlayer bonding as opposed to bilayer graphene, in 
which interlayer bonding leaves vacancies and holes independently between layers.67, 117 An 
experimental image and a schematic model of this defect site are shown in Figure 5e. The ability to 
accurately determine the layer thickness and identify atomic species in hBN samples opens up the 
possibility to study grain boundary defect structures in polycrystalline samples.118-119 Like graphene, 
hBN can be synthesized on a macroscopic length scale on a suitably grown substrate such as copper or 
nickel with boron- and nitrogen-containing precursors. Individual non-nucleated islands grown on a 
metal substrate are extended and fused onto the surface in various crystallographic directions to form a 
continuous 2D sheet. The grain boundaries between two single crystal regions were connected through 
pentagon and heptagon (5|7) defects rather than square and octagon (4|8) defects (Figure 5f and g), 
which are predicted to be more stable since they avoid homonuclear bonding at the defect sites.119 Both 
structures are energetically stable, but local deformation of the sheet can affect which defect is preferred. 
In the experimental setup, noticeable deformation is present as evidenced by dynamic observations of 
lattice relaxation and potential motion during imaging, which may favor 5|7 dislocations. 
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Figure 5. Atomic defects in hBN. (a) Atomic model of stacking structure. (b) ACTEM image showing 
a boron vacancy and nitrogen terminated edge. (c) Atomic model of vacancy. (d) Atomic model of 
triangular hole with nitrogen-terminated edge.67 (e) Large area image of hBN sheet showing many boron 
vacancies. (f) Tilt grain boundary in polycrystalline material with a 21° relative angle. (g) Magnified 
region from (f) highlighting the pentagons (yellow), heptagons (red), and hexagons (blue) at the 
boundary.119  
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A TMD is a type of stratified material that has received much attention in the scientific community in 
recent years. Of particular note are the disulfides and diselenides of molybdenum and tungsten, which 
have interesting optical and electronic properties that depend heavily on the number of layers present. 
This material consists of a layer of transition metal atoms (molybdenum or tungsten) located between 
two layers of chalcogen atoms (sulfur or selenium). In the original crystal structure, each metal atom is 
6-fold coordinated while the chalcogen atoms are 3-fold coordinated. With these three atomic layers for 
each isolated monolayer, the structure is more complicated when compared to mono-atomic graphene 
or two-atom hBN. Like graphene, the grown film is polycrystalline and can be transferred to a variety 
of materials through appropriate processing. High-resolution electron microscopic characterization was 
also performed to understand atomic scale defects including single wall, multiple atomic defects and 
grain boundary structures.120 The tilt and mirror grain boundaries often appear with unique optical and 
electronic properties. By using AC-STEM imaging, the atomic structures of various defects and 
boundary structures provide the information required to understand the measured bulk properties. One 
unique feature of TMDs compared to graphene or hBN is the presence of a half-site defect structure in 
which the metal atom can occupy the position of a chalcogen atom pair or the chalcogen atom pair can 
occupy a metal atom site. Antisite defects of MoS2 show that the hexagonal network collapses when the 
molybdenum atom replaces the sulfur pair in the lattice, whereas the sulfur pair replaces the 
molybdenum atom while maintaining the crystal lattice symmetry (Figure 6a–d). The complex bonding 
capability of the atomic components of TMDs allows for an interesting boundary structure. In tilt 
boundaries, new 4|6 and 6|8 dislocations are observed along with conventional 5|7 dislocations, which 
are believed to be the result of variations in the local concentrations of reactant species during growth. 
A collection of dislocation structures observed in MoS2 tilt boundaries is shown in Figure 6e–i. In mirror 
boundaries, 4|4 and 4|8 line defects exist between neighboring crystalline domains and contain kink 
sites that have 4-fold over coordinated metal atoms junctions. The AC-STEM images and atomic 
structures are shown in Figure 6j–n. In addition, the phase boundary and its dynamic behavior can be 
observed in these materials, where a metallic (1T) and semiconductor (2H) phase are present at the 
same time in a monolayer.121  
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Figure 6. Atomic defects of MoS2. (a) and (b) Antisite defects with molybdenum or two-atom sulfur 
replacements, respectively. (c) and (d) Atomic models of (a) and (b) with molybdenum atoms shown in 
magenta and sulfur atoms shown in yellow. (e) Tilt boundary in MoS2 with a 18.5° angle. (f) and (g) 5|7 
and 6|8 dislocations taken from (e). (h) and (i) Pristine and molybdenum substituted 4|6 dislocations 
observed in tilt boundaries, respectively. 2D and 3D models are presented along with AC-STEM images 
in (f) to (i). (j) Image of a mirror boundary in MoS2. (k) Kink in an MoS2 mirror boundary with 4-fold 
coordinated molybdenum atom. (i) 4|4 mirror boundary AC-STEM image. (m) Atomic model of 
boundary in (j). (n) 4|8 mirror boundary structure, representing the highest possible kink density.120 
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Chapter 3. Objective and Ideas 
 
3.1. Structural Understanding of Atomic Defects Formed by Dry Oxidation Treatments in 
Monolayer Graphene Sheet 
Among a lot of known oxidation treatment methods, ultraviolet–ozone (UV/Ozone) and oxygen 
plasma treatments have various benefits: both treatment do not use severe chemicals and can oxidize 
materials at specific sites through sacrificial-layer masking.11 Both treatments are widely used to modify 
the surface of materials because these processes are facile and accessible. However, UV/Ozone and 
plasma treatments fundamentally different processes, they are presumed to induce similar oxidation 
effects. A UV/Ozone treatment removes organic molecules from a material’s surface and can also be 
used for surface modification.12-14 However, plasma treatment is able to impact a surface with energy 
sufficient to break the molecular bonds on the surface of the materials. These dry oxidation treatments 
are also commonly applied to graphene to modify the surface or remove contaminants. However, these 
treatments may be revealed to induce the formation of different types of defects on the surface of 
graphene because the UVO treatment causes a chemical reaction, whereas the oxygen plasma treatment 
causes both physical and chemical reactions at atomic scale. So, it is necessary to prove effects of both 
treatments on monolayer graphene sheet at atomic scale since, structural defects in 2D materials are 
very important part since these can control the properties of materials. Therefore, precise understanding 
about induced defects is essentially required, and then additional applications and studies should be 
considered. 
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Figure 7. Schematics of mechanism of (a) UV/Ozone and (b) oxygen plasma treatments. 
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3.2. Dynamics of Oxygen and Hydrogen Atom-Driven in Monolayer Graphene to Form Point 
Defects under Electron Beam Irradiation 
 The interests in point defects in mono- or multilayer graphene sheets originates in a lot of related 
researches. Except just academic investigation, defects studies in graphene sheets were first motivated 
by aspects of radiation damage. Characterization of atomic scale defects is important, since the 
emerging field of carbon nanoscience draws much useful information from the basic graphene system 
and for the large part shares behavior in common including defect structure and energetics. Graphene 
has a wide range of atomic defects. Among them, vacancies arise during growth or as part of the thermal 
equilibrium concentration. In addition, these induced by the electron beam irradiated during the analysis 
of graphene, or formed by the influence of dopants attached to the surface. Studies on the vacancy 
formed in oxidized graphene are accompanied by computational methods, but they are limited to being 
expressed experimentally. Atomic-scale graphene surfaces with partial surface oxidation can be 
manufactured by many known methods of oxidation122-126 and dry oxidation treatments, such as 
UV/Ozone and oxygen plasma treatments of them can effectively induce127 adsorption of oxygen atom 
on graphene lattice30, 128 on clean graphene surface for short times. These functional group have diverse 
behavior under electron beam irradiation and can induce point defects.4 In particular, UV/Ozone 
treatment is an appropriate oxidation method for TEM observation because UV/Ozone-treated graphene 
sheets have many oxygen adsorption and clean regions to sufficiently analyze the bonding behavior 
without topological defects.127 Therefore, the work here aims to develop a more detailed understanding 
of vacancy formation mechanism involved oxygen-containing functional groups. 
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3.3. Triangular Hole Growth from Monovacancy to Extended Large Hole in Monolayer 
Hexagonal Boron Nitride Sheet 
The defect structures in hBN are even more varied and complex because, unlike graphene,65-66 its 
hexagonal 2D lattice is occupied by two elements. Indeed, most reports have focused on defect 
formation and characterization67, 117, 129-130 in localized regions of exfoliated hBN. At present, it is known 
that the edges of holes in hBN layers usually adopt zigzag and armchair-type configurations, with the 
former being more common.67-68 Moreover, the zigzag configuration contains two different types of 
terminated edges due to the heterogeneity of hBN, factors that have been shown to affect the material’s 
intrinsic electrical properties.69 The growth mechanisms of extended holes in hBN are also not well 
established. For example, unlike graphene, where single chains of carbon atoms and related defects are 
well characterized,131-136 single chains made deliberately in hBN sheets via in situ production techniques 
(i.e., inside a transmission electron microscope) have been observed at 650 °C.137 Studies on the holes 
formed in the single-layer hBN are very numerous, but it is difficult to explain the step-by-step process 
from the hole to the extended hole. Therefore, it is necessary to establish the hole formation process by 
using the acceleration voltage considering the hBN knock on threshold. 
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Figure 8. Nitrogen terminated edge of hole in hBN under electron beam irradiation.130 
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3.4. Line-Defect Mediated Formation of Hole and Mo clusters in Monolayer Molybdenum 
Disulfide Sheet 
In the case of in situ experiments of 2D materials using TEM, a hole is induced with a variety of 
processes by prolonged electron beam irradiation due to the unique displacement threshold of the 
materials under electron beam. In graphene and hBN, once vacancies are formed in the sheet35, 105, 138, 
these are enlarged and become holes.64, 130 But, in the case of MoS2, S vacancies are firstly formed due 
to displacement threshold of S atoms, which is accurately estimated including the effects of lattice 
vibrations on the energy transferred from electron to a target atom.105, 139 And S vacancies increase 
vacancies concentration80, and then line defects well described by a row of S vacancies appear instead 
of forming holes during prolonged exposure to electron beam.79 In the event that holes are formed in  
the monolayer MoS2 sheet, Mo atoms are aggregated around the edges of holes, while S atoms are 
simply knocked off due to the higher displacement threshold of Mo compared to S.80-81 In the formation 
process of holes in MoS2 sheet, line defects are inevitable, but line defect mediated hole formation 
mechanism has not been reported. The hole formation mediated by line defects in monolayer MoS2 
sheet is found using ARTEM. The defects formations as well as aggregated Mo clustering from 
monolayer MoS2 sheet were investigated under electron beam irradiation with an imaging aberration 
corrector.  
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Figure 9. Hole formation under electron beam irradiation in monolayer (a) graphene, (b) hBN and (c) 
MoS2.106  
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Chapter 4. Experimental Procedure 
 
4.1. Graphene 
4.1.1. Synthesis of monolayer graphene sheet using CVD 
Graphene sheet was synthesized by CVD onto a 25-μm-thick copper foil (99.8% Alfa Aesar, 13382). 
First, 25-μm-thick copper foils (99.8% Alfa Aesar, 13382) were washed with HCl/H2O (1:10), rinsed 
with acetone and alcohol, and then dried under ambient air. The dried copper foil was inserted into a 
quartz tube and heated to 1000°C under H2 flowing at 2 sccm at 10 mTorr. After the sample was annealed 
for 1 h, a gas mixture of CH4 (10 sccm) and H2 (2 sccm) at 100 mTorr was introduced for 25 min to 
synthesize graphene. Finally, the sample was rapidly cooled to room temperature under a flowing 
mixture of CH4 (10 sccm) and H2 (2 sccm). The synthesized sheet was subsequently transferred onto 
TEM grids via direct transfer 140. 
 
4.1.2. UV/Ozone and oxygen plasma treatments 
 UV/Ozone treatments were performed using a UVC-30UV ozone cleaner (Jaesung Engineering Co.). 
The TEM grid transferred synthesized graphene sheet was positioned in the center of the chamber and 
then UV/Ozone is treated for 60 s, 120 s, 180 s, 240s and 300 s. 
Oxygen plasma treatments were carried out using a PDC-32G plasma cleaner (HARRICK PLASMA). 
The synthesized graphene sheet transferred onto a TEM grid positioned ~10 cm from the entrance of 
the chamber. These treatments were carried out at a power of 18 W and at a chamber pressure of 140 
mTorr. 
 
4.1.3. Observation of defects using ARTEM 
Monolayer graphene sheets which are treated UV/Ozone and oxygen plasma treatments were 
analyzed using an aberration-corrected FEI Titan Cubed transmission electron microscope (FEI Titan3 
G2 60-300), which was operated at an acceleration voltage of 80 kV and with a monochromator. The 
microscope provides sub-angstrom resolution at 80 kV and −13 ± 0.5 μm of spherical aberration (Cs). 
Typical electron beam densities were adjusted to approximately 6 × 105 e− nm−2. The atomic images 
were collected using a white atom contrast to obtain actual atom positions under properly focused 
conditions, which were needed for direct image interpretation. 
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4.1.4. Characterization using Raman spectroscopy and XPS 
Raman spectra were recorded using an Alpha 300s micro-Raman spectrometer (WITec) equipped 
with a 532-nm laser. Chemical structures of the treated graphene sheets were identified by XPS using 
an ESCALAB 250Xi (Thermo Scientific) equipped with Al Kα X-ray source. 
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4.2. Hexagonal Boron Nitride 
4.2.1. Synthesis of monolayer hBN sheet using CVD 
The hBN sheets were synthesized using chemical vapor deposition.141 Ammonia borane (NH3−BH3) 
was used as the precursor. Borazine is moisture sensitive and can be hydrolyzed to boric acid, ammonia, 
and hydrogen. To grow monolayer hBN sheet on platinum foil, the temperature within the low-pressure 
CVD system was set to 1100 °C, and the precursor, ammonia borane, was heated to 130 °C, since it 
decomposes into hydrogen, polyiminoborane (BHNH; solid), and borazine ((HBNH)3; gas) at this 
temperature. The produced borazine gas was made to diffuse from the source bottle into the furnace, 
where it was adsorbed onto the platinum foil. Monolayer hBN sheet was thus formed from borazine via 
thermal decomposition as shown in Figure 10.  
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Figure 10. Schematic diagrams of the LPCVD system used for monolayer hBN sheet growth.141 
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4.2.2. Observation of defects using ARTEM 
Conventional TEMs do not have adequate resolution for imaging single atoms of hBN and are often 
operated at high voltages, which lead to immediate irradiation damage in the specimens before reliable 
observations can be made. Furthermore, if experiments are performed at a low voltage such as 60 kV, 
knock-on damage as well as ionization damage should be considered. To avoid these problems, 
specimens were analyzed using an aberration-corrected FEI Titan Cube TEM (FEI Titan3 G2 60-300), 
which was operated at 80 kV acceleration voltage since 80 kV is an intermediate value of the knock-on 
threshold values of B (74 kV) and N (84 kV).142 Therefore, our experiments mainly consider the knock-
on damage. The microscope provides sub-Angstrom resolution at 80 kV and -21±0.5 μm of spherical 
aberration (Cs) with a monochromator and thus is capable of imaging individual atoms within the hBN 
lattice. Typical electron beam densities were adjusted to around 5x105 e- nm-2. We analyzed the atomic 
images using a white atom contrast (as opposed to a black atom contrast130) in order to obtain actual 
atom positions under properly focused conditions needed for direct image interpretation. After acquiring 
a series of images using the Gatan Digital Micrograph (DM) Script, structural changes in the observed 
area were analyzed frame-by-frame. Each of these images was taken with an exposure time of 0.5 sec 
and an interval time of 1.7 sec. To facilitate the identification of the holes generated by electron beam 
irradiation, clean areas that were free of adsorbates and other impurities were examined. 
 
4.2.3. DFT calculations and MD simulations 
Density functional theory calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation package 
(VASP).143-144 A single k-point (Γ point) for a 15ⅹ15 supercell with a cutoff kinetic energy of 400 eV 
was used. The ions were represented by projector-augmented wave (PAW) potentials,145-146 and van der 
Waals (vdW) interactions147 as used in Grimme’s theory were implemented into the VASP. A generalized 
gradient approximation was used to describe the exchange-correlation functional.148-149 The atomic 
positions of all structures were relaxed until the Hellmann-Feynman forces were lower than 0.01 eV/Å. 
To explore hole growth in layers of hBN, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using 
the large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS) code with reactive force field 
(ReaxFF) potentials.150-152 The MD time step was set to 0.25 fs, which was determined from a stability 
test using a microcanonical ensemble (NVE). To properly account for the electron beam irradiation, 
heating was controlled during simulation by increasing the temperature from 1000 K to 4000 K for 
1000 ps using a canonical ensemble (NVT) and the Nose-Hoover chain thermostat.  
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4.3. Molybdenum Disulfide 
4.3.1. Synthesis of monolayer MoS2 sheet using CVD 
The MoS2 sheets were synthesized using CVD 153. The synthesis of MoS2 begins with the deposition 
of Mo metal on SiO2/Si or a quartz wafer by electron beam evaporation. The thickness of the 
molybdenum metal layer was varied from 0.5 to 3 nm using a deposition rate below ~0.1 °A s-1 under 
high vacuum conditions. The sample was positioned in the tubular quartz chamber under a rough 
vacuum (3.4 × 10-3 Torr) and heated up to 750 ℃ within a few seconds under the flow of Ar at a rate 
of 50 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm). In a pre-deposited sample, the surface of the 
molybdenum metal usually becomes oxidized under the atmospheric conditions. Such surfaces could 
be reduced by instantaneous reaction with hydrogen gas after reaching a temperature of 750 ℃. After 
the pre-annealing process, the H2S/H2/Ar (1 : 5 : 50) reaction gas mixture was injected to synthesize 
monolayer MoS2 over 15 min. The chamber pressure was maintained at 3.1× 10-1 Torr during the 
synthesis step. Instantaneous annealing at 1000 ℃ was found to enhance the crystallinity of MoS2 
sheets synthesized under a H2S/Ar (1 : 50) gas mixture flow. The sample was rapidly cooled down to 
room temperature by moving of the furnace from the reaction position under an Ar flow rate of 50 sccm. 
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Figure 11. Schematic illustration of the growth and transfer process system used to prepare monolayer 
MoS2 sheet.153 
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4.3.2. Observation of defects using ARTEM 
Monolayer MoS2 sheets were analyzed using an aberration-corrected FEI Titan Cubed TEM (FEI 
Titan3 G2 60-300), which was operated at 80 kV acceleration voltage with a monochromator. The 
microscope provides sub-Angstrom resolution at 80 kV and -13 ± 0.5 μm of spherical aberration (Cs). 
Typical electron beam densities were adjusted to around 8 x105 e- nm-2. The atomic images were taken 
using a white atom contrast in order to obtain actual atom positions under properly focused conditions 
needed for direct image interpretation. After acquiring a series of images using Gatan Digital 
Micrograph (DM) scripts, changes of structure in MoS2 were analyzed frame-by-frame. Each of these 
images was taken with an exposure time of 0.5 sec and an interval time of 1.7 sec. To facilitate the 
identification of the defects generated by electron beam irradiation, clean areas that were free of 
adsorbates and other impurities were observed. 
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Chapter 5. Results and Discussion 
 
5.1. Graphene 
5.1.1. Effects of dry oxidation treatments on monolayer graphene sheet 
 To clarity the effects of UV/Ozone and oxygen plasma treatments systemically, I analyzed the 
monolayer graphene sheets treated using the two aforementioned dry oxidation treatments at atomic 
scale. Figure 1 shows atomic resolution images of UV/Ozone-treated graphene sheets at a variety of 
UV/Ozone treatment times. Figure 12a shows the pristine graphene which is non-treated monolayer 
graphene and exhibits little contamination but no dopants or topological defects. Figure 12b shows the 
graphene sheet after UV/Ozone treatment for 60 s. Unlike pristine graphene, the treated graphene sheets 
show several attachments of oxygen atoms; these oxygen atoms are components of oxygen containing 
functional groups (blue squares and yellow squares) on the graphene surface (detailed in supporting 
information). With increasing treatment time, additional oxygen atoms (Figure 1c) and more 
contamination are observed, as shown in Figure 12b–d. After UV/Ozone treatment for 300 s, a moiré 
pattern appears; this pattern is attributed to the monolayer graphene sheet being completely torn and 
folded by the prolonged treatment. 
Figure 13 shows ARTEM images of monolayer graphene sheets subjected to an oxygen plasma 
treatment for various treatment times. In the case of monolayer graphene treated by oxygen plasma for 
5 s (Figure 13b), lattices partially distorted by, for example, topological defects (Figure 13d and e) and 
attachments of oxygen atoms onto the graphene lattice (yellow squares), are observed. In addition, the 
number of topological defects increases with increasing treatment time (Figure 13c and f). In the case 
of treatments longer than 15 s, only small patch-like defect-free regions are observed; other regions are 
defective and covered with contaminants (Figure 13g–h). The image obtained after 30 s of oxygen 
plasma treatment is similar to that in the case of the 300 s UV/Ozone treatment. That is, both treatments 
increase the attachment of oxygen atoms and the total surface area of contaminated regions. However, 
only the oxygen plasma treatment induces a distorted lattice of topological defects on the graphene. 
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Figure 12. ARTEM images of UV/Ozone-treated monolayer graphene sheets: (a) pristine graphene 
and (b)–(f) surfaces of graphene partially oxidized for various UV/Ozone treatment times. Yellow and 
blue squares indicate oxygen containing functional groups. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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Figure 13. Oxygen plasma-treated monolayer graphene sheets: (a) pristine graphene and (b)–(i)              
surfaces of graphene partially oxidized for various oxygen plasma treatment times. (d)–(f) Enlarged 
images of the red squares in images (b) and (c). These enlarged images show topological defects. Yellow 
and blue boxes indicate oxygen-containing functional groups. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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Figure 14. Oxygen containing functional groups induced by dry oxidation treatments. (a, b, c) The raw 
image, IFFT image, and schematic of an attached oxygen atom at a three-fold symmetry in graphene, 
respectively. (d, e, f) The raw image, IFFT image, and schematic of an attached oxygen atom on bridge 
site of C–C bonds of the graphene, respectively. 
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I prepared the schematics in Figure 15 to be better explain the graphene oxidized by these two dry 
oxidation treatments. Figure 15a shows UV/Ozone-treated graphene with oxygen atoms attached to its 
surface (yellow dots and blue dots). By contrast, the oxygen plasma-treated graphene contains 
topological defects introduced along with oxygen atoms, as shown in Figure 15b. As Figure 15d–f 
illustrates with overlays, the oxygen plasma-treated sheets have dominantly pairs of 5- and 7-
membered-ring defects, which means that the oxygen plasma treatment induced lattice distortions 
without the loss of C atoms from the graphene lattice while retaining sp2 bonds. The excited ions in the 
oxygen plasma may break the graphene lattice. The oxygen plasma is capable of physical and chemical 
reactions through an ablative effect154 involving the kinetic transfer of energy from ions to the graphene 
surface. Although the ablative effect mainly affects the layer of contaminants and the outermost 
molecular layer of the substrate, oxygen plasma treatment can induce topological defects on the clean 
atomically thin monolayer graphene regardless of the substrate effect and plasma power.21 These defects 
are considered to be formed randomly during the oxygen plasma treatment. 
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Figure 15. Schematics of oxidized graphene sheets. (a, b) Results of UV/Ozone and oxygen plasma 
treatments, respectively, on graphene sheets. Yellow dots indicate attached oxygen atoms on 3-fold 
symmetries; blue dots indicate attached oxygen atoms on bridge site of C–C bonds of the graphene 
lattice; red lattices indicate topological defects. 
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Because the contaminants bind preferentially to the defects, the portion of the distorted lattices 
somewhat underestimated. To achieve a more accurate structural analysis, we carefully removed the 
contaminants by showering the samples with a low-dose electron beam for 10 min to uncover the 
defective regions, which were subsequently analyzed. In this process, although oxygen atoms can 
possibly be detached from the graphene lattice, additional topological defects are not generated in the 
graphene sheet.33 In the case of the UV/Ozone-treated sheet, numerous holes are formed but hexagonal 
lattice symmetry is retained. The six-fold pattern in the diffractogram in the inset of Figure 16a is 
consistent with a hexagonal lattice. This simple hexagonal pattern of sharp spots is similar to the pattern 
of pristine graphene and that there are no topological defects. Figure 16c shows an inverse fast Fourier 
transformation (IFFT) image of Figure 16a from unmasked area of the diffractogram. Since UV/Ozone 
treated graphene don’t have distorted lattices, there is no lattice of graphene without a few 
contaminations. However, in the case of oxygen plasma-treated sheet, a significant number of 
topological defects is observed, as shown in Figure 16b. The diffractogram in Figure 16b shows a 
disordered nanocrystalline pattern compared to that in the inset of Figure 16a. Also, the presence of 
some disorder is obvious from the broadening of the spots. This broadening results from distorted 
lattices, i.e., topological defects. Figure 16d shows the IFFT image from the unmasked area of the 
diffractogram in Figure 16b; this image indicates that distorted lattices vitally exist in the oxygen 
plasma-treated graphene sheets. Such defects are not observed in pristine graphene sheets. Indeed, the 
UVO-treated and oxygen plasma-treated graphene sheets were prepared from the same synthesized 
batch of graphene. We therefore conclude that the high density of topological defects was generated 
mainly by the oxygen plasma treatment. These topological defects can induce strain to sp2 carbon bonds 
because of the curvature in the distorted lattice of graphene, which increases chemical reactivity and 
structural instability compared to the defect-free regions of graphene.155 This observation suggests that, 
because topological defects are formed by the oxygen plasma treatment, oxygen atoms easily attach to 
the defective regions; as a result, the oxygen plasma treatment results in more effective functionalization 
than the UV/Ozone treatment. 
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Figure 16. Prolonged electron beam irradiation of graphene sheets subjected to dry oxidation 
treatments. (a, b) Real images of a UV/Ozone-treated sheet and an oxygen plasma-treated she
et, respectively. (c, d) IFFT images from unmasked areas of the diffractograms in (a) and (b),
respectively. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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Figure 17 shows the EELS of C and O K edge, which represents the specific near-edge structures from 
graphene treated by two different dry oxidation methods. Since the near-edge structures are extremely 
sensitive to changes in the bonding, these results can accurately show the oxidation states in graphene 
sheets. EELS results Figure 17a and b show the C K edge obtained from UV/Ozone and oxygen plasma 
treated graphene sheet, respectively. These fine structures of the C K edge in oxygen plasma-treated 
sheets differ considerably from those in UV/Ozone-treated sheets.  
As shown in Figure 17a, the 𝝿* peak is almost sustained and the 𝞼* peak is slightly broadened with 
increasing treatment time. After more than 60 s of the UV/Ozone treatment, an additional peak appears 
at approximately 286 eV (red arrows); this peak is assigned to hydroxyl and epoxide groups 23-24, 156-160. 
By contrast, the 𝝿* peak and the 𝞼* peak in the spectra of the oxygen plasma-treated sheets rapidly 
decrease and are broadened, as shown in Figure 17b. The decrease of the 𝝿* peak intensity reflects 
distortion of the local lattices in graphene, and broadening of the 𝞼* peak reflects the attachment of 
functional groups to the surface. When oxygen plasma is used to treat graphene for 5 s and 10 s, an 
additional shoulder peak appears at approximately 286 eV, as indicated by the yellow arrows in Figure 
17b. After 15 s of oxygen plasma treatment, an additional well-distinguished peak is observed. In 
addition, another peak appears at approximately 287 eV (black arrow) which is assigned to carbonyl 
group 123, 161-162 after 20 s of oxygen plasma treatment. Figure 17c and d shows the fine structure of the 
O K edge from UV/Ozone and the oxygen plasma-treated graphene sheet, respectively. Peaks at 
approximately 540 eV are observed in Figure 17c. In the spectrum of the monolayer subjected to the 
UV/Ozone treatment for 60 s, the peak near 540 eV is not clear. However, after a further increase of the 
treatment time, the 540 eV peak 24, 163-164, which originates from epoxide and hydroxyl groups attached 
to the graphene surface, becomes distinguishable. The peak at ~540 eV clearly arises after only 5 s of 
oxygen plasma treatment (Figure 17b) compared to after 60 s in the case of the UV/Ozone treatment 
(Figure 17c).  
The aforementioned results suggest that the core loss regions of the C K and O K edges are very 
sensitive to the presence of functional groups and to the local distortions in the graphene lattice. These 
findings reveal that the generation of obvious peaks is related to the treatment methods and conditions 
of the graphene sheets. According to the EELS results, oxygen atoms are more effectively attached to 
the surface when graphene is treated with oxygen plasma than with UV/Ozone because topological 
defects generated by oxygen plasma effectively induce the attachment of oxygen atoms to the graphene 
surface. 
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Figure 17. Core-loss EELS of UV/Ozone-treated graphene and oxygen plasma-treated graphene: (a, c) 
C and O K edges, respectively, of the UV/Ozone-treated sheets; (b, d) C and O K edges, respectively, 
of the oxygen plasma-treated sheets. 
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Distinguishing between reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and oxygen plasma-treated graphene sheets 
using TEM imaging in Figure 18a–b is difficult. However, in the C K edge of EELS, the 𝝿* edge from 
rGO is slightly different from the 𝝿* edge from the oxygen plasma-treated graphene sheet. The former 
is sharper than the latter, which includes additional peaks of oxygen containing functional groups, as 
shown in Figure 18c. In Raman spectra, different configurations are observed from the several sheets 
in Figure 18d. 
 
 
Figure 18. TEM images of (a) rGO and (b) oxygen plasma-treated graphene sheet. (c, d) EELS of the 
C K edge and the Raman spectra, respectively, of rGO, graphene oxide (GO), and graphene sheets 
treated by oxygen plasma for 20 s and 25 s. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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 Raman spectra of UV/Ozone-treated and oxygen plasma-treated graphene are shown in Figure 19. The 
Raman spectra of the pristine graphene have no D peak associated with lattice disorder. The visible 
Raman spectra are known to only confirm sp2 sites by excitation of 𝝿 states, whereas amorphous carbon 
with sp3 bonding is known to generate weak spectra. The intensity of the D peak in the spectra of the 
UVO-treated graphene increases and that of the G peak decreases with increasing treatment time, as 
shown in Figure 19a. The sheet subjected to UVO treatment for 300 s has no peak because the sheet is 
almost torn; the same result is observed for the sheet subjected to oxygen plasma treatment for 30 s. In 
contrast to the UV/Ozone-treated sheets, the peaks from the oxygen plasma-treated sheets show a 
considerable amount of disorder, as shown in Figure 19. 
  
Figure 19. Raman spectra of (a) UV/O-treated and (b) oxygen plasma-treated graphene sheets. 
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to evaluate the bonding energies between the 
oxygen containing functional groups and the graphene surface. The XPS spectra clearly show that the 
chemical composition of the UV/Ozone-treated and oxygen plasma-treated graphene sheets change 
with treatment time. In Figure 20a–c, the XPS peak locations differ from those in the spectrum of the 
pristine graphene sheet. These two cases represent increasing concentrations of oxygen containing 
functional groups. The deconvoluted area ratio of sp3 C–C and C–OH to sp2 C–C from UV/Ozone-
treated graphene sheets increases slightly as the treatment time is increased to 120 s, whereas the ratio 
decreases when the UV/Ozone treatment time exceeds 120 s. However, in the case of the oxygen 
plasma-treated graphene sheets, the ratio increases with increasing treatment time, as shown in Figure 
20d. 
 
Figure 20. Deconvoluted XPS C1s spectra of (a) a pristine graphene sheet and graphene sheets 
subjected to (b) UV/Ozone treatment for 240 s and (c) oxygen plasma treatment for 20 s. (d) 
Deconvoluted area ratio between sp3 C–C and C–OH and sp2 C–C from the spectra of UV/Ozone-
treated (blue line) and oxygen plasma-treated (red line) graphene sheets, respectively. 
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5.1.2. Oxygen and hydrogen atom-driven formation of point defects in monolayer graphene 
sheet 
I present results for the three types of point defect mentioned above. The first type is the normal 
monovacancy as shown from Figure 21 to Figure 31. Generally, atom ejection occurs at random 
positions, and vacancies initially appear randomly in the area exposed to the electron beam. However, 
in our conditions, the positions on carbon atoms with three-fold symmetry and the bridging of the C–C 
bonds in the graphene lattice were these origins. The MV was the most frequently observed defect in 
our TEM images. With the random transfer of kinetic energy from the ejected electrons to carbon atoms 
during the experiment, it was natural that the stable structures were found frequently. Therefore, the 
abundant appearance of MVs in the experiment was consistent with the fact that MVs are the most 
stable structures among the point defects formed by the electron beam irradiation of OH molecules 
adsorbed onto a monolayer graphene lattice.  
An oxygen atom with a hydrogen atom preferentially adsorbs onto a carbon atom and the bridging of 
C–C bonds, as described in previous related studies.165 However, the migration of an individually 
adsorbed oxygen atom at these positions166-167 does not have an energy barrier. Therefore, in our 
conditions, we considered the role of the hydrogen atom in these processes.  
Figure 21 1 shows the formation of an MV that originated from hydroxyl in a graphene sheet, from 
aberration-corrected TEM images. Figure 21a shows a hydroxyl group with a magnified image inset 
(red box). The brightly contrasted atoms indicate the hydroxyl group, which was adsorbed during the 
oxidation treatment. The intermediate state observed under electron beam irradiation is shown in Figure 
21c. This process is frequently found during observation as shown in Figure 22. Figure 23 show DFT 
calculations which is in excellent agreement with the experimental images. For intermediate states in 
Figure 23, we choose the atomic positions based on the real TEM images by assigning carbon atoms to 
the bright point of the images in Figure 1. 
I clarify the structural changes during the formation process of an MV originating from hydroxyl group 
in TEM images (Figure 21). The MV presented in Figure 21c with the position of the hydroxyl group 
switched to that of MV. Therefore, it appears that the MV experiences an intermediate state during 
taking the three images (Figure 21a-c). Hence, the atomic structure captured in Figure 21b should record 
the intermediate state of this process. However, since the atomic structure recorded in Figure 21b is not 
observed to previous reports, it is considered to be atomic structures of several metastable intermediate 
states. 
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Figure 21. Aberration-corrected TEM images of an MV in the monolayer graphene sheet. (a) and (b) 
show the OH and an intermediate state of this process with the magnified images in the red rectangular 
regions. (c) The hydroxyl is ended up transforming MV and the lower. The scale bar is 1 nm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22. Aberration-corrected TEM images of an MV originated in the monolayer graphene sheet. (a) 
and (b) show the hydroxyl and MV. The scale bar is 1 nm. 
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I propose a pathway for the formation of an MV originating from a hydroxyl group. Figure 23 shows 
a hydroxyl group that is in the same position as in Figure 23a. An OH molecule in the hydroxyl group 
can be moved to the bridging C–C bonds in the graphene lattice with an energy barrier of 0.72 eV 
(Figure 23b). In Figure 23c, the OH molecule can be moved again onto an adjacent carbon atom along 
a zigzag path. In Figure 23d, the OH molecule is able to dissociate into oxygen and hydrogen atoms 
with an energy barrier of 3.26 eV, and the hydrogen atom binds to another neighboring carbon atom. 
Given that the evaporation barriers of the C–OH molecules are more than 10 eV, this dissociation 
process is favorable to the overall process. The hexagonal lattice containing the oxygen and hydrogen 
atoms can be transformed to an MV by breaking the C–C bonds in the graphene lattice (indicated by 
the two yellow dashed lines in Figure 23d) while desorbing the C–O atoms (indicated by the yellow “X” 
in Figure 23e). The energy barrier for breaking the two C–C bonds in Figure 23d was found to be 5.19 
eV, and that for simultaneously desorbing the C–O atoms onto carbon atoms in the graphene lattice 
(indicated by the yellow “X” in Figure 23e) was found to be 6.03 eV. Furthermore, the migration barrier 
of the carbon atoms (indicated by the yellow arrow in Figure 23f) was found to be 0.69 eV. These energy 
barriers were too high to be overcame by thermal activation at room temperature; thus, the activation 
energy for the transition had to be provided by the electron beam of the TEM. After the desorption of 
the C–O atoms and the migration of the carbon atom, the MV was ultimately formed in the graphene 
sheet (Figure 23g).  
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Figure 23. Atomic structures of MV formation originating from a hydroxyl group, along with energy 
barriers and formation energies for this process: (a) graphene monolayer with a hydroxyl group; (b)–(f) 
intermediate states of this process; (g) the final state. The red and white balls indicate oxygen and 
hydrogen atom, respectively. This process can be obtained by breaking the O–H bonding while 
desorbing C–O atoms from the graphene sheet. The values in blue represent energy barriers, whereas 
those in dark gray represent formation energies. 
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If there was no hydrogen involved in the MV formation process, the migration barrier of the oxygen 
atom in Figure 24b was −0.83 eV. The energy barrier for breaking the C–C bonds in Figure 24b was 
found to be 5.19 eV, and the energy barrier for simultaneously desorbing the C–O atoms onto carbon 
atoms in the graphene lattice (indicated by the yellow “X” in Figure 24c) was found to be 6.03 eV. 
Meanwhile, the migration barrier of the carbon atom (indicated by the yellow arrow in Figure 24d) was 
found to be 0.69 eV. After the desorption of the C–O atoms and migration of the carbon atom, an MV 
ultimately formed in the graphene sheet (Figure 24g). Without hydrogen, this pathway is not logical. 
This is because the energy barrier is negative because the hydroxyl structure cannot be stably maintained 
(Figure 24a and 24b).  
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Figure 24. Atomic structures of MV formation originated from a O atom absorbing on top of carbon 
atom in monolayer graphene sheet and energy barriers for this process and formation energies. (a) shows 
the oxygen atom absorbing on the sheet. (b)-(d) show the intermediate states of this process. (e) shows 
formation of MV. (f) Energy barriers and formation energies of this process. This process can be 
obtained by desorbing C-O atoms from the graphene sheet. Blue energies indicate energy barriers and 
dark grey energies indicate formation energies. 
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Figure 25 shows the formation processes of two MVs originating from OH molecules on the bridging 
of C–C bonds, the state of which is epoxy group with one co-adsorbed hydrogen atom. The two OH 
molecules are shown in Figure 25a–c. In Figure 25d–e, the upper OH molecule is constructed to form 
an MV (Figure 25f), and a reconstructed MV (r-MV) is present at the lower OH molecule position. 
Indeed, an MV can exhibit a Jahn–Teller distortion, thus causing an initial MV to reconstruct into a (5-
9) defect. Therefore, an r-MV is easily observed in an MV position. Through electron beam irradiation, 
the upper molecule is ultimately removed, and an MV forms in the same position; by contrast, the r-
MV is healed (Figure 25f). Figure 26 shows our DFT calculations, which are in excellent agreement 
with the experimental images. For the unstable structures in Figure 26, we chose the atomic positions 
from the real TEM images by assigning carbon atoms to the bright points in the images of Figure 25. 
Here, we clarify the structural changes in the upper molecule position in Figure 25 through continuous 
electron beam irradiation. The OH molecules presented in Figure 25a–c are transformed to an r-MV 
and the perfect hexagonal lattice in Figure 25f. The atomic structures in Figure 25d and e show the 
formation process of the MV. However, because the recorded atomic structures do not match any known 
form of MV, they are considered a superposition of several metastable intermediate structures.  
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Figure 25. Aberration-corrected TEM images of MVs in the monolayer graphene sheet: (a)–(c) two 
OH molecules on the bridging of C–C bonds in the graphene lattice, with magnified images of the areas 
in the red squares; (d) the lower position molecule is transformed into an r-MV; (e) the structure of 
upper position molecule is reconstructed to a (55-77) defect by SW transformation; (f) the upper 
position molecule is ultimately transformed to an MV, whereas the lower position molecule heals to the 
hexagonal graphene lattice. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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I propose a pathway for the formation of an MV originating from OH molecules on the bridging of C–
C bonds in a graphene sheet. Figure 26a shows the upper position of the molecule in Figure 25. The 
OH molecule can be moved onto a carbon atom in the graphene lattice with an energy barrier of 0.24 
eV (Figure 26b). The hexagonal lattice containing the OH molecule can be transformed into a (55-77) 
defect by the Stone-Wales (SW) transformation of carbon dimers (dashed yellow box in Figure 26b). 
The rotational barrier for this process was found to be 6.78 eV in our DFT calculations. 
Figure 26c and d show the dissociation of the OH molecule, and its energy barrier was found to be 
3.26 eV. The energy barrier for breaking two C–C bonds (indicated by the two dashed yellow lines in 
Figure 26d) was found to be 5.73 eV. Meanwhile, the energy barrier for simultaneously desorbing C–
O atoms onto the carbon atoms in a graphene lattice (indicated by the yellow “X” in the side view of 
Figure 26e) was found to be 6.76 eV. The structural change of the defect in Figure 26e to an MV 
becomes possible through the 90° rotation (SW transformation) of the dimer indicated by the dashed 
yellow box in Figure 26f. The energy barrier for this process was calculated to be 1.55 eV. The position 
adsorbing the OH molecule is reconstructed into the (55-77) defect by the SW transformation (Figure 
26a–c). After simultaneously desorbing the C–O atoms (Figure 26e and f), the defect is once again 
reconstructed into an MV by the SW transformation (Figure 26g).  
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Figure 26. Atomic structures of the MV formation along with energy barriers and formation energies 
for this process: (a) OH molecule on bridging of C–C bonds in graphene lattice; (b)–(e) intermediate 
states of the MV formation process; (f) a formed MV. This process can be obtained by the SW 
transformation of carbon dimers (indicated by the dashed yellow boxes) and the desorption of C–O 
atoms from the graphene sheet. 
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Figure 27 shows the MV formation process without the hydrogen atom in Figure 25. The oxygen 
atom in the epoxy group can be moved onto a carbon atom in the graphene lattice with no energy barrier 
(Figure 27b). The hexagonal lattice containing the oxygen atom can be transformed into (55-77) defects 
by the SW transformation of the carbon dimers indicated by the dashed yellow box in Figure 27b. The 
rotational barrier for this process was found to be 5.20 eV in our DFT calculations. Figure 27c and d 
show the breaking of two C–C atoms (indicated by the two dashed yellow lines in Figure 26c), and the 
energy barrier was found to be 5.73 eV. The energy barrier associated with the simultaneous desorption 
of C–O atoms onto carbon atoms in a graphene lattice (indicated by the yellow “X” in the side view of 
Fig. S3e) was found to be 6.76 eV. The structural change of the (55-77) defect to an MV becomes 
possible by the 90° rotation (SW transformation) of the dimer indicated by the dashed yellow box in 
Fig. S3e. The energy barrier for this process was calculated to be 1.55 eV. The epoxy group was 
reconstructed into the (55-77) defect by the SW transformation (Figure 27a–c). After desorbing the C–
O atoms, the defect was reconstructed into an MV by the SW transformation (Figure 27f). However, 
this whole process is unfavorable compared with the previous case, which contained a hydrogen atom, 
because of the absence of hydrogen, the hydroxyl structure cannot be stably maintained.45, 47  
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Figure 27. Atomic structures of the MV formation, along with energy barriers and formation energies 
for this process. (a) Epoxy group; (b)–(e) intermediate states of the MV formation process; (f) MV 
originating from the epoxy group; (g) energy barriers and formation energies. This process can be 
obtained by the SW transformation of carbon dimers (indicated by the dashed yellow boxes) and the 
desorption of C–O atoms from the graphene sheet.  
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Second type is divacancy (DV). We analyzed a DV induced by OH molecules. Generally, divacancy 
is formed when two neighboring carbon atoms missed, the lowest energy state of which when this 
occurs in the same atomic layer. But, it is possible to forming directly divacancy by OH molecule on a 
MV in graphene lattice. And, based on our experimental results such as Figure 21-27, hydrogen atoms 
should be considered. 
Figure 28 show formation of DV in monolayer graphene sheet. Figure 28a shows a TEM image, which 
agrees with the simulated image in Figure 29a. Figure 28b and c show a DV, which is very distinctive 
and clearly different from the MV. We propose a pathway for the formation of DV originated from OH 
molecule on MV in graphene sheet: An example of the formation is shown in Figure 29. Starting from 
an initial MV with an OH molecule (Figure 29a), the OH molecule initially splits into a hydrogen atom 
and an oxygen atom with (Figure 29b) and this energy barrier is found to 2.20 eV. Hydrogen atom is 
moved on a carbon atom positioned right zigzag direction along the yellow arrow in Figure 29b and 
this energy barrier is found to 1.73eV. By moving a carbon atom along the yellow arrow in Figure c 
with 2.95 eV of this energy barrier, the MV is subsequently migrated further (Figure 29d). After 
breaking bonding between C-O atoms and carbon atom positioned right zigzag direction (Figure 29e), 
the MV that in turn reconfigure into a divacancy (Figure 29e) and this energy barrier is found to 3.51 
eV. When the C-O atoms finally are desorbed at the same time (Figure 29f), the DV clearly is shown. 
This desorption barrier is found to 7.05 eV. This DV is able to easily reconstruct with neighboring 
carbon atoms due to the Jahn-Teller distortion.  
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Figure 28. Aberration-corrected TEM images of a DV in the monolayer graphene sheet: (a) The 
adsorption of an OH molecule on an MV indicates an intermediate state of this process, with magnified 
images of the areas in the red squares; (b) and (c) show the formation of a DV. The scale bar is 1 nm.  
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Figure 29. Atomic structures of the DV formation, along with energy barriers and formation energies 
for this process: (a) the OH molecule on an MV in the graphene lattice; (b)–(d) intermediate states of 
the DV formation process; (e) and (f) formed (reconstructed) DV; (g) energy barriers and formation 
energies.  
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The last type of defect is the new point defect (Figure 30). This type is very similar to a nitrogen-mediated MV 
168 or a saddle point1 for motion of the MV. The defect originates from an OH molecule on the bridging 
of C–C bonds, such as an epoxide group with one co-adsorbed hydrogen atom, which has an 
intermediate state (Figure 30a and b). As shown in Figure 30c and d, a new MV such as a pair of 13-5 
rings is observed. This pair of 13-5 rings is quite stable for a few seconds. Indeed, the same structure, 
consisting of only a single carbon atom, is very unstable because it is one of the migration paths on 
which an MV can move to a neighboring atomic site. However, in the case involving hydrogen atoms, 
this can be stable under electron beam irradiation. The hydrogen atoms involved in the new point defect 
make the new MV stable. It follows that the participating atoms should also stabilize a higher-order 
numbered vacancy and pentavacancy such as the pair of 13-5 rings. 
Figure 31 show how this process enables new MV to form and stabilize into the structure observed in 
Figure 30. Figure 8a-i present a pathway, where desorption of C-O atoms and addition of a second 
hydrogen atom are accompanied to form the observed structure. An OH molecule is moved on top of 
carbon atom positioned along the yellow arrow in Figure 8a and b with energy barrier of 0.25 eV. The 
OH molecule is dissociated with a hydrogen atom and an oxygen atom (Figure 31c) and then the 
hydrogen atom binds to a carbon atom positioned along the yellow arrow in Figure 8c (Figure 8d). 
These energy barriers are found to 2.57 eV and 2.12 eV. The energy barrier of breaking two C-C bonds 
indicated by two dashed yellow lines in Figure 8d is found to be 5.20 eV and the energy barrier of a 
desorbing C-O atoms at once indicated by yellow box in Figure be is found to be 6.03 eV. After 
desorbing the C-O atoms, r-MV is formed by Jahn-Teller distortion with 0.01 eV of energy barrier 
(Figure 31f). And, the hydrogen atom is moved onto carbon atom along yellow arrow in Figure 8f 
(Figure 31h). The MV, which indicates a r-MV in Figure 31i, is migrated by moving a carbon atom 
along yellow arrow in Figure 31i (Figure 31j) and this energy barrier is found to 0.08 eV. By adding 
second hydrogen atom in Figure 31k, a r-MV maintains MV structure, however, this energy barrier is 
increased to 1.73 eV. Following breaking a C-C bond indicated by dashed yellow line in Figure 31k, 
the final structure is formed, and this resembles to nitrogen-mediated monovacancies48 or a saddle 
point1 for motion of the MV.  
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Figure 30. Aberration-corrected TEM images of a new MV in the monolayer graphene sheet: (a) OH 
molecule on the bridging of C–C bonds in the graphene lattice, with magnified images of the areas in 
the red squares; (b) intermediate state of this process; (c) and (d) new MV in the same position. (d) The 
red outline shows 5-13 ring defect. The scale bar is 1 nm.  
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Figure 31. Atomic structures of a new MV formation, along with energy barriers and formation energies 
for this process: (a) OH molecule on the bridging of C–C bonds in the graphene lattice; (b)–(k) 
intermediate states of the new MV formation process; (m) energy barriers and formation energies.  
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I emphasize that in all of the above observations, the point defects were the results of the combination 
of an oxidation process and the electron beam irradiation on the surface adsorbing the oxygen and 
hydrogen atoms. Furthermore, these defects were stable, at least for the typical time required to record 
an image sequence, i.e., several seconds. The same types of defects were found in other research under 
electron beam and ion irradiation, but those in our investigation had a different formation mechanism. 
In any case, our atomic resolution imaging and DFT calculation results confirmed the substantial effect 
of oxygen and hydrogen atoms on the formation of point defects. We first propose a real-time process, 
in which oxygen atoms were adsorbed directly onto carbon atoms, and MVs were indeed formed in the 
graphene sheets. Among them, the presence of hydrogen atoms not only lowered the energy barriers 
required for the formation of MVs but also stabilized the new MV structure. This may have directly or 
indirectly indicated that hydrogen atoms were present in the TEM images.  
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5.2. Hexagonal Boron Nitride 
5.2.1. Atomic-scale dynamics of triangular hole growth in monolayer hBN under electron beam 
irradiation 
 To elucidate the mechanism of hole growth in hBN monolayers, the dynamics of triangular holes 
induced by electron beam irradiation were analyzed using ARTEM. A large area monolayer of hBN at 
atomic resolution is shown in Figure 32 and 33. Figure 10c shows intensity profiles of atoms in a raw 
image of Figure 32a taken by an aberration-corrected TEM with a monochromator and simulation image 
at the imaging condition in Figure 32b. The B and N atoms can be distinguished as the N atoms display 
a 3.5% higher intensity than the B atoms with a ±2% deviation in real image. Since previous theoretical 
and experimental studies reported that triangular holes in hBN formed by electron beam irradiation have 
N terminated edges,69, 104 the alternation of intensity measured from the edge atoms has a good 
agreement with the positions of the B and N atom as shown in Figure 32d. To prove the intensity of real 
image, simulation was performed at the imaging condition using MacTempasX. Figure 32c shows the 
agreement between experimental and simulational intensity profiles. This result indicates that the 
distinction of B and N atoms is possible from one aberration-corrected TEM image. Indeed, such 
optimized imaging conditions were used to acquire the results described below. 
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Figure 32. (a) Raw image taken by an ARTEM and (b) simulation image at the imaging condition. (c) 
Intensity profiles from the trace in (a) and (b). (d) A TEM image showing series of triangular holes in 
hBN. The scale bar is 1 nm. 
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Figure 33. Formation and growth of large triangular holes in monolayer hBN by electron beam 
irradiation. The TEM images show (a) the initial defects and (b) an enlarged area of the same region. 
The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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The hBN hole growth process was subsequently investigated as shown in Figure 34. A vacancy labeled 
VB, which refers to the site of a missing B atom, is shown in Figure 34a. Through continuous electron 
beam irradiation, B and N atoms were removed from sites adjacent to VB in a manner that maintained 
an overall triangular shape, although some trapezoidal intermediates were observed. For example, while 
the removal of a pair of B and N atoms adjacent to the VB (i.e., VB-BN) resulted in the formation of a 
trapezoidal site, a triangular hole reformed upon the subsequent loss of an additional B atom (e.g., VB-
BN-B), as shown in Figure 34c. This process continued as the hole grew and involved the temporary 
introduction of an atom within the growing hole. 
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Figure 34. The sequential hole growth process from a vacancy in monolayer hBN at atomic resolution: 
The process starts (a) with the development of a B vacancy (VB) and grows as shown in (b) to (f). The 
blue and red dots reflect the N and B atoms, respectively. The scale bar is 1 nm.  
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Figure 35. Raw atomic scale images of the growth of a triangular hole found in monolayer hBN. Blue 
arrows indicate the removal of atoms while the red arrow points to an area where atoms have been 
added. The scale bar is 1 nm. 
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Efforts were then directed towards assessing whether the holes maintained their triangular shape after 
prolonged periods of electron beam irradiation. As summarized in Figure 36, the growth of a triangular 
hole appeared to be initiated by the removal of B and N atoms near the centers of the hole edges. This 
experimental observation was supported by energy calculations, which indicated that triangular holes 
featuring edges with missing B and/or N atoms are more stable than those with atoms missing near a 
vertex (see Figure 37). Regardless, under prolonged electron beam irradiation, the B and N atoms next 
to the vacancies were subsequently ejected in a manner that ultimately restored the overall triangular 
shape of the hole. As shown in Figure 38, the triangular shape of the holes was maintained even after 
two holes merged together. Additionally, exposure of an edge region to electron beam irradiation 
resulted in the formation of triangular holes as shown in Figure 39. Once electron beam irradiates within 
or at edge of a hBN sheet, a N terminated triangular hole is unconditionally formed and its shape is 
maintained during the hole growth process.  
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Figure 36. Sequential atomic resolution images of monolayer hBN showing how the shape and 
orientation of the holes are maintained upon further growth. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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Figure 37. (a) Models for paired B–N atoms missing at an edge of a triangular hole defect in a 
monolayer hBN sheet with their relative energies: (b) at a corner; (c) near the corner; and (d) near the 
middle region of a defect edge. Paired B–N atoms missing near the middle of an edge appear to be more 
stable than those missing at a corner or near a corner. 
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Figure 38. A series of sequential atomic resolution images of monolayer hBN showing how the merging 
of two holes ultimately maintains a triangular shape. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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Figure 39. Triangular hole formation on a random edge found in a monolayer of hBN. The images 
represent (a) an edge followed by (b) the formation of structures with N terminated edges after electron 
beam irradiation. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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During these studies, it was noted that B and N atoms were often ejected as bundles as opposed to 
individual atoms, at least under the experimental conditions used. For example, as shown in Figure 40a 
and b, bundles of B and N atoms were removed between successive imaging time intervals (~0.5 sec). 
Since atom movement is faster than 0.5 sec, DFT calculations and MD simulations were performed to 
gain additional insight into this process. A summary of the calculated bond lengths between various 
atoms in and near a triangular hole in hBN is shown in Figure 41.     
Note that the calculated B–N bond lengths measured perpendicular to the hole edge were longer than 
those found along the hole edge (c.f., positions indicated by 6, 7 and 8 vs. positions indicated by 3, 4 
and 5). Moreover, the difference in the calculated B–N bond lengths was found to be consistent 
regardless of the hole size. Hence, when a B and/or N atom is ejected, the B–N bonds perpendicular to 
the edge become weakened and thus are more likely to be broken upon further electron beam irradiation. 
The results derived from the DFT calculations were supported by MD simulations. As shown in Figure 
41b, the breaking of a B–N bond perpendicular to a hole edge generated a chain of B and N atoms as 
indicated by the yellow dotted box. The chain then became detached and was subsequently knocked off 
as a bundle of atoms, as indicated by the green dotted box. 
Direct evidence of single chain formation, as supported by DFT calculations and MD simulations, was 
observed by ARTEM in Figure 41c-f. Electron beam irradiation of the triangular hole (Figure 41c) 
resulted in the formation of a single chain comprised of B and N atoms (Figure 41d). The chain 
detachment process appeared to originate from the breaking of a B–N bond perpendicular to a hole edge. 
The chain was found to fluctuate in position (Figure 41e) before being finally knocked off (Figure 4f). 
Based on these observations, B and N atoms do not appear to be ejected individually; rather, B–N bonds 
perpendicular to a triangular hole edge may break first, resulting in the formation of a single chain of 
atoms that is ultimately removed. Compared to the B and N atoms found within the lattice of hBN, 
single chains containing the two heteroatoms are relatively unstable and, under the experimental 
conditions used here, are readily removed. 
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Figure 40. Growth of a triangular hole. Comparing the TEM images shown in (a) and (b) reveals that 
bundles of B and N atoms are removed at a defect edge within the acquisition time of one frame (0.5 
sec). The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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Figure 41. A summary of DFT calculations and MD simulations of hole growth processes in 
monolayers of hBN. The blue dots represent N atoms whereas the red dots represent B atoms. (a) 
Calculated bond lengths between various atoms in a triangular hole. (b) The B–N bonds perpendicular 
to the hole edge are broken first and often bundles of atoms are then knocked off. (c) - (f) A series of 
TEM images taken over time. The images show the formation of a single chain followed by its 
fluctuation in position and ultimate removal. The scale bar is 1 nm. 
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To gain additional insight into the properties of single chains comprised of B and N atoms, efforts 
were directed toward determining whether single chains were formed during the merging of multiple 
holes. A series of consecutive TEM images that captured the merging of two holes is shown in Figure 
42. In general, such processes are too fast to be captured by TEM, as atoms are often ejected and/or are 
repositioned faster than the time elapsed between images; however, adsorbates can pin the hole and thus 
facilitate the capture of an intermediate state. As shown in Figure 42d, the merging of two holes resulted 
in a temporal bright contrast line, which may be due to the local fluctuation of the corresponding hBN 
edges and/or an accelerated ejection rate. Subsequent spreading of the fluctuating region resulted in the 
formation of single chains of B and N atoms inside the hole (Figure 42f) followed by the development 
of two triangular holes (Figure 42g). Loops and stretched chains containing a series of alternating B 
and N atoms were also observed (Figure 42h-k). Collectively, these observations indicate that single 
chains comprised of B and N atoms may be formed when holes in hBN coalesce. Note that some of the 
brighter spots at the edge of the triangular holes may be due to Si atoms. Although the materials 
described herein were not subjected to further chemical analysis, there does not appear to be any metal 
residue during the synthesis or transfer processes.141 Moreover, Si atoms are commonly observed in 
materials synthesized via CVD in quartz vessels.169 We conclude that the Si atoms may move around 
freely on the surfaces of hBN, but do not contribute to any hole growth. This conclusion was based in 
part on a report indicating that pure Si is unlikely to exhibit drilling or etching behavior in graphene.170 
Apart from silicon or other metal atoms, oxygen containing species may contribute to hole formation 
mechanism because there are much oxygen and water vapor inside TEM even in UHV condition. 
Although chemical etching effect might be considered in understating damage mechanism of materials 
in TEM, only knock-on damage is addressed in this study. 
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Figure 42. A series of TEM images showing how two triangular holes merge in a monolayer of hBN. 
The yellow arrows indicate single chains or loops containing B and N. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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As indicated in Figure 43, the migration of atoms along the edges of the holes in hBN was also 
evaluated over time. Although the B and N atoms may be predicted to move faster than the sampling 
time required for sequential imaging, a series of meta-stable configurations at the hole edges was 
observed. For example, the blue arrow in Figure 43b points to a series of missing B and N atoms sites 
whereas subsequent migration changed the shape of the hole as indicated in Figure 43c. In an earlier 
study, it was reported that electron beam irradiation does not induce the migration of B and N atoms in 
hBN;171 however, the data presented here clearly show that the migration as well as reconstruction of B 
and N atoms on monolayer hBN is possible. Although the adding atoms to the hole might be derived 
from adventitious carbon adsorbates, it is more likely that B and N atoms migrate because the number 
of adding atoms and missing atoms in hBN sheet are same and the distance between adding atoms and 
missing atoms is shorter than that between adding atoms and carbon adsorbates. As such, holes may not 
grow but may become filled, at least partially, by the migration of B and N atoms over time. Collectively, 
these observations differ from those obtained with graphene. In graphene, various hydrocarbon 
adsorbates adhere to the surface and carbon impurities are often abundant so that the addition of carbon 
atoms to holes and/or migration is relatively more likely to occur under electron beam irradiation. While 
the lack of B and N sources intrinsically limits the addition of such atoms to holes in hBN, the migration 
of such atoms does appear to occur, albeit infrequently. 
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Figure 43. A series of TEM images of triangular holes produced by the prolonged irradiation of hBN. 
The blue dots represent N atoms whereas the red dots represent B atoms. The migration of the B and N 
atoms is observed over time. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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Figure 44. Triangular holes in hBN sheet after electron beam irradiation with different acceleration 
voltages. Although triangular holes are formed at 80 kV as well as 60 kV, my experiments were 
performed at 80 kV. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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5.3. Molybdenum Disulfide 
5.3.1. Line-defect mediated formation of hole and Mo clusters in monolayer MoS2 
To elucidate the formation mechanism of hole and Mo clusters in monolayer MoS2 sheet, the 
experiment with electron beam irradiation onto the MoS2 was conducted using ARTEM. A large area 
monolayer MoS2 membranes grown by chemical vapor deposition was used for imaging at atomic 
resolution as shown in Figure 45. To investigate the formation of holes and Mo clusters in monolayer 
MoS2 sheet, the overall formation process of hole and Mo cluster induced by electron beam irradiation 
was analyzed at an over focused imaging condition, which shows the defects better than at an in-focus 
condition. The formation process of hole and Mo cluster was subsequently investigated as shown in 
figure 24 using the sequential imaging. Under electron beam irradiation, S vacancies are formed in 
MoS2 sheet due to the lower displacement threshold of S compared to Mo.105 With the accumulation of 
S vacancies, line defects appear instead of vacancy clusters in MoS2 sheet due to diffusion of nearby S 
vacancies and continuous generation of new S vacancies adjacent to diffusion path of S vacancies. 
Considering the formation energy of line defects, when the accumulation of S vacancies is arranged in 
a line, the formation energy is decreasing.79 Line defects indicated by yellow arrows are shown in Figure 
46a. While continuous electron beam irradiation, line defects elongated to the arrow head directions 
(Figure 46b). The reason is that line defects induced by diffusion of S vacancies and knocking off S 
atoms appear along the directions of arranging S atoms such as [100], [010] and [11 ̅0] in MoS2 sheet. 
These defects are propagated to a point through paths extending line defects (Figures 46c-f). During the 
process, the line defects interacted with each other to form nano-sized holes (Figures 46g and h). Based 
on the displacement threshold of Mo and S atoms, Mo atoms assembled at the edge of the hole and were 
transformed to Mo clusters as shown in Figure 46i. 
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Figure 45. Monolayer MoS2 sheets prepared on TEM grid. (a) Bright field image and (b) Dark field 
image with corresponding diffraction pattern of monolayer MoS2 sheet. Scale bar is 0.2 ㎛. Objective 
aperture size is 1.28 1/nm. (c) Low magnification image of freestanding MoS2 sheet. (d) ARTEM image 
of monolayer MoS2. The corresponding digital diffractogram is shown in the inset. The scale bar is 1 
nm.  
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Figure 46. The process of forming a hole and Mo clusters in monolayer MoS2. The process starts (a) 
with the forming line defects and these merge with each other as shown in (b) to (f). The yellow arrows 
indicate line defects. From (g) to (i), it is evident that a hole and Mo cluster are formed by electron 
beam irradiation. The red box indicates a Mo cluster. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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Under electron beam irradiation, S vacancies are formed in MoS2 sheet due to the lower displacement 
threshold of S compared to Mo 172. With the increasing of S vacancies, line defects are observed instead 
of vacancy clusters in MoS2 sheet 173. Line defects encounter other line defects and then a hole is formed 
as shown in Figure 47a. While the hole gets larger with knocking off S atoms from the lattice, Mo atoms 
are aggregated at the edge of the hole. Aggregated Mo atoms are rearranged to form well-ordered Mo 
clusters as shown in Figure 47d-i. 
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Figure 47. HREM images showing the sequential formation of a hole and Mo clusters in monolayer 
MoS2 at atomic resolution. (a), (b) and (c) show rearrangement of Mo atoms and growth of a hole. From 
(d) to (i), surrounding Mo clusters are formed under electron beam irradiation. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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To determine the crystal structure of the irradiation-induced Mo clusters, the atomic structure is 
investigated. As Mo cluster consists of at most two and three atom sites along the radial atomic columns 
around the hole as indicated in the ARTEM images along with intensity profiles in Figure 48, Mo atomic 
columns are distributed along the edge of the hole. When the hole is getting enlarged, the transformation 
from MoS2 sheet to Mo clusters is achieved via realignment of Mo atoms as shown in Figure 48a and 
b. In the higher magnification images of Figure 48c-f, it is found that only Mo cluster with a distance 
about 0.22 nm between the two columns consisting of Mo atoms can match an atomic spacing of crystal 
structure of pure Mo 174. But, compared to MoS2 sheet, the distance between two columns is about 30 % 
shorter than lattice constant of MoS2 sheet.   
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Figure 48. Atomic structure of Mo clusters formed under electron beam irradiation. (a) The initial image 
of Mo cluster formation. (b) The image of Mo clusters, where a structure can be seen clearly. (c) and 
(d) Enlarged dashed blue and red boxes shown in Fig 1b, respectively. These images indicate distance 
between Mo atom columns. (e) and (f) Intensity profiles corresponding to the distances between Mo 
atom columns in (c) and (d), respectively. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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Line defects formed by electron beam irradiation tend to induce rearrangement of Mo atoms 
surrounding the hole in MoS2 sheet, which result in local formation of straight atomic column structure 
(See the left upper part of Figure 49b). It is evident that about 6-atom by 3-atom big rectangular Mo 
sheet is induced by this process. However, the columns of Mo atoms attached on the edge of MoS2 (See 
right lower part of Figure 49b) can have strain due to coherent bonding between Mo columns and MoS2 
lattice. Therefore, fanwise Mo column structure also can be formed as shown in the lower Mo cluster 
of Figure 49b.  
Figure 49c shows intensity profiles of atoms in a raw image. The Mo clusters and MoS2 sheet can be 
distinguished in the image as the Mo atoms in Mo clusters display 18 % higher intensity than Mo atoms 
in MoS2 sheet with ± 3% deviation due to narrow distance between Mo atoms and crystallinity of Mo 
cluster in the image. To confirm the intensity variation observed in the experimental image, image 
simulation was performed at the imaging condition using MacTempasX (Figure 49d). Figure 49c and d 
show that the intensity profiles of experimental image and the corresponding simulation image are in 
good agreement. The results also indicate that the Mo cluster is a single layer of Mo atoms.  
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Figure 49. Atomic positions overlay on Mo clusters in (a) and (b). (c) Raw experimental images taken 
by an ARTEM and intensity profiles from the trace in the raw images. (d) Simulated image at the 
imaging condition and intensity profiles from simulated images. The green and yellow dots indicate Mo 
and S atoms, respectively. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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The Mo cluster can be transformed into a body-centered cubic (bcc) structure, which is the crystal 
structure of bulk Mo, after MoS2 sheet is separated from Mo cluster by prolonged electron beam 
irradiation. The sequential ARTEM images representing the phase transition of Mo cluster are shown 
in Figure 50 with the corresponding digital diffractograms. When the transformation does not happen 
fully, unordered Mo structure is observed, as shown in Figure 50a. However, through longer electron 
beam irradiation, this turned to a bcc Mo structure as shown in ARTEM images of Figure 50b-d along 
the [100] zone axis. Once the transformation has taken place as about 7-atom by 7-atom big bcc 
structure, this structure is retained even under longer exposure of electron beam irradiation. 
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Figure 50. Phase transition of atomic structure of Mo cluster. (a) The ARTEM image of intermediate 
Mo structure. (b), (c) and (d) showing transition to body-centered cubic structure along the [100] zone 
axis. The corresponding diffractograms indicate the development of Mo structure. The scale bar is 2 
nm. 
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However, these phenomena are surely happened only within a single grain of MoS2 sheet because a 
line defect should be merged with another line defect to form a hole and Mo clusters. Grain boundaries 
act as sinks for line defects, absorbing all incoming line defects. Thus, subsequent formation of holes 
and Mo clusters does not occur at the grain boundary, as shown in Figure 51. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 51. The grain boundaries at a triple junction in MoS2 sheet. (a) and (b) show the first and last 
frames. The inset diffractograms indicate the different orientation of grains. A long electron irradiation 
did not generate Mo clusters. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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Figure 52. The hole in monolayer MoS2 sheet at grain boundary. (a), (b) and (c) Same region shows the 
growth of hole under electron beam irradiation. When the hole grows at grain boundary, the Mo atomic 
layer structure is not formed. The digital diffractorgrams indicate the different crystallographic 
orientation of grains. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
In summary, I characterized UV/Ozone- and oxygen plasma-treated monolayer graphene sheets using 
ARTEM imaging and EELS. When UVO was used to treat the graphene sheets, oxygen atoms were 
attached to the surface and the surface was covered with contaminants; however, the graphene lattice 
was not distorted. By contrast, when oxygen plasma was used to treat the graphene sheets, not only was 
oxygen attached to the graphene surface, but topological defects were also introduced onto the graphene 
lattice. These topological defects effectively induced the partial surface oxidation of the graphene 
because the strain in the curvature of the topological defects resulted in increased chemical 
functionalities. Notably, my findings emphasize that facile dry oxidation treatments can efficiently 
modify the graphene surface and induce differences in the formation of topological defects in the 
graphene lattice. In addition, this study provides a method for the partial surface oxidation of graphene 
and enhances our understanding of the resulting topological defects and oxygen atoms on oxidized 
graphene surfaces at the atomic scale. (This research was published in 2D Materials in 2017 and title is 
“Effects of dry oxidation treatments on monolayer graphene”.) 
And, I explained my observations showing the formation of various point defects involving OH 
molecules in a monolayer graphene sheet. These included images showing the atomic structures for 
MVs, DVs, and a pair of 13-5 rings, which had not been previously observed or proposed. We referred 
to an oxygen-containing functional group adsorbed onto a graphene surface, which enabled the 
formation of point defects under electron beam irradiation, and to hydrogen atoms, which could stabilize 
the pair of 13-5 rings. Unlike previous reports, our observations showed that the desorption process of 
the simultaneous bonding of C–O atoms onto a graphene surface actually had intermediate states in the 
formation of point defects. Furthermore, hydrogen atoms might be contained the configuration of the 
pair of 13-5 rings to stabilize the defect. These mediating atoms could readily re-bond with neighboring 
carbon atoms owing to a low net energy requirement; therefore, these atoms were often the site of defect 
reconfiguration, a finding reinforced by DFT calculations. The images and analysis directly 
demonstrated that the oxygen and hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon atoms on the graphene surface as 
functional groups induced vacancies with intermediate states and that they stabilized the pair of 13-5 
rings. Therefore, oxygen and hydrogen atoms are very important in defect engineering and the 
optimization of graphene. (This research will be submitted.) 
In the case of monolayer hBN sheets, I observed the growth of triangular holes using sequential 
ARTEM imaging. When a monolayer of hBN was subjected to electron beam irradiation, a vacancy 
formed initially and grew while maintaining a triangular shape. Such shapes were observed even when 
such holes merged. Through a series of TEM images that were supported by DFT calculations and MD 
simulations, the mechanism for the growth of these holes appeared to involve the ejection of B and N 
atoms near the centers of the hole edges and also the ejection of bundles of atoms. Such processes 
involve the breaking of B–N bonds perpendicular to the hole edges and result in the formation of single 
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chains containing B and N atoms. Multiple chains containing B and N were also observed when two 
holes merged together, while previous studies have focused primarily on the observation of a single 
chain of C atoms in holes in graphene. Moreover, the migration of B and N atoms in monolayers of 
hBN was observed using ARTEM, as indicated by edge reconstruction, although such phenomena occur 
less frequently when compared to analogous carbon-based materials (i.e., graphene). (This research was 
published in Nanoscale in 2015 and title is “Atomic-scale dynamics of triangular hole growth in 
monolayer hexagonal boron nitride under electron irradiation”.) 
Lastly, the holes and Mo clusters in MoS2 monolayers generated by electron beam irradiation were 
observed using sequential ARTEM imaging. When monolayer MoS2 sheet was subjected to electron 
beam irradiation, S vacancies are formed initially due to lower displacement threshold of S atoms than 
Mo atoms and line defects appear due to diffusion of nearby S vacancies and continuous generation of 
new S vacancies. Through a series of ARTEM images, the formation of a hole appears to be involved 
with merging of several line defects. Such processes include phase transformation from MoS2 to bcc 
Mo. After MoS2 sheet is completely torn, the Mo cluster separated from MoS2 sheet is transformed to 
the bcc structure of pure Mo. These phenomena occur only within a grain of MoS2, since line defects 
are absorbed by grain boundaries. Our results indicate that the formation of holes and nano metal 
clusters of Mo in MoS2 monolayers can be created by line defects under electron beam irradiation. It 
implies that one type of defect can introduce another type of defect in 2D TMDs with an external 
excitation stimulus. (This research was published in 2D Materials in 2016 and title is “Line-defect 
mediated formation of hole and Mo clusters in monolayer molybdenum disulfide”.) 
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3. Best poster award, “Investigation of stacking structure and grain boundary of bilayer 
2D materials using aberration-corrected TEM”, 45th Korean Society of Microscopy 
Spring Conference, Chonbuk National University, Korea, May 22-23, 2014 (poster). 
4. Best paper award, “Atomic resolution imaging of rotated bilayer graphene sheets 
using a low kV aberration corrected transmission electron microscope”, 44th Korean 
Society of Microscopy Spring Conference, Yonsei University, Korea, June 13-14, 2013. 
 
COMPLETION OF EDUCATION 
Period Education Educational institution 
2012.12.03-2012.12.07 
Gatan Asia EELS & EFTEM Analysis 
School in Osaka University, Japan 
Gatan Inc. 
Training using EELS and EFTEM 
2013.07.16-2013.07.19 
20th Transmission Electron Microscope 
workshop, Korea 
Korean Society of 
Microscopy  
Microscope application and use education 
2014.02.24-2014.02.28 
Titan Advanced Materials Sc. Course in 
Eindhoven, Netherlands 
FEI company 
Training using aberration corrected Transmission Electron Microscope 
 
RESEARCH PROJECT PARTICIPATED 
1. Soft carbon anode material development for high capacity rechargeable battery 
(2011.05.01 - 2014.02.28). 
2. Growth and defect control in graphene and development of innovative graphene-based 
electronic devices, Nano Material Technology Development Program, the Ministry of 
Science, S. Korea (2012.09.01 - 2017.08.31). 
3. Atomic scale electron microscopy study on multidimensional carbon materials and 2D 
crystals (under Prof. Zonghoon Lee), Student researcher, IBS-R019-D1. 
: Center for Multidimensional Carbon Materials (CMCM, director: Prof. Rodney S. 
Ruoff), Institute of Basic Science. 
4. In situ study of induced defects in binary 2D materials at atomic scale, No. 
2015R1A2A2A01006992, (2015.05.01 - 2018.05.31). 
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